Structural regulation of the grapevine genome at global and local levels
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Grapevine is a valuable model for plant epigenomes
Grapevine (Vitis vinifera) is an economically and culturally valuable crop worldwide. A desire to produce better grapes led to
the sequencing and assembly of a reference genome, isolated from a Pinot Noir cultivar (Jaillon et al., 2007). Its 19 diploid
chromosomes contain approximately 482 Mb of DNA, comprising large structural variants and over 30,000 genes.
Given the presence of both gene-rich euchromatin and repeat-rich heterochromatin, a grapevine nucleus must organize
its genome to maximize efficient gene transcription while minimizing deleterious effects of transposons. Our goals are
to understand the structural factors that support such extensive genome regulation and to identify the epigenetic
factors that maintain the nuclear architecture required for this task.

Experimental approach: investigate the grapevine genome structure at both global and local scale
1. Nuclear space: Hi-C provides a three-dimensional map of the genome

2. Local DNA packaging: ATAC-Seq measures accessibility of chromatin
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Hi-C principal components analysis reveals two types of chromatin,
which are conserved across grapevine varieties
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ATAC-Seq shows that open chromatin occurs frequently at 5’ and 3’ ends
of genes and is correlated with higher gene expression
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Conclusions: Gene activity is influenced by multiple levels of
structural regulation
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The grapevine genome forms both loose (LSD) and compact (CSD) structural domains (Grob et al.,
2014) that are conserved across varieties. Genes in the CSD are generally expressed at lower
levels than genes in the LSD, although genes from either domain featuring both H3K4me3 and an
open conformation are the most highly expressed groups. The absence of one or both of these
features is correlated with a reduction in transcription, with the most significant domain-specific
differences observed in groups lacking an open conformation. Our grapevine genome studies
continue with 1) allele-specific analyses to examine structural variant roles, 2) tissue-specific
studies to determine how cell differentiation affects genome organization, and 3) an enhancer
search to identify regulatory elements in grapevine.
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